Although we strive to ensure that our rules are perfect, sometimes mistakes do creep in, or the intent of a rule isn’t as clear as it might be. These documents collect amendments to the rules and present our responses to players’ frequently asked questions. As they’re updated regularly, each has a version number; when changes are made, the version number will be updated, and any changes from the previous version will be highlighted in magenta. Where a version number has a letter, e.g. 1.1a, this means it has had a local update, only in that language, to clarify a translation issue or other minor correction.

ERRATA

Page 78 – Veterans, Options

Change the 8th bullet point to:
‘The Watch Sergeant may replace his close combat weapon with one of the following:
- an item from the Melee Weapons list
- a xenophase blade (pg 106) …………………………….. 25 pts’

FAQs

Q: Can a unit with both Bikes and Infantry Run and Turbo-boost as long as they maintain coherency, or are they stopped from doing either?
A: Models able to Run may Run and models able to Turbo-boost may Turbo-boost, but they must all maintain unit coherency.

Q: Can Kill Team Cassius perform a Sweeping Advance whilst they have a Terminator in the squad? Which of the models get to make Hammer of Wrath attacks (Bikes and Jump Infantry, or everyone)?
A: They cannot perform a Sweeping Advance whilst a model with Terminator armour is in the squad. Only models with the Hammer of Wrath special rule make Hammer of Wrath attacks.

Q: The members of the Deathwatch’s Squad Donatus don’t have bolt pistols. Is this right?
A: Yes.

Q: Are the Deathwatch characters with individual datasheets (such as Garran Branatar) supposed to have the Independent Character special rule?
A: No. Only Ortan Cassius and Jensus Natorian have the Independent Character special rule.

Q: Is Kill Team Cassius’ Faction Deathwatch?
A: Yes.

Q: Do Kill Team Cassius get Mission Tactics?
A: Yes.

Q: Does Brother Donatus use the new frag cannon rules with Impact?
A: Yes.

Q: Can the individual characters from Kill Team Cassius be used in other Deathwatch units or Formations?
A: No, but they can be included in detachments where, for example, any Deathwatch HQ unit could be selected.

Q: Can Jensus Natorian use the updated Deathwatch Librarian psychic powers?
A: Yes.

Q: Can a Veteran be equipped with both a Deathwatch shotgun and a boltgun? This seems possible since they can take items from both the Ranged Weapons and Special Weapons list.
A: No.

Q: Can a Watch Sergeant or Black Shield take items listed as being available to Veterans?
A: No.

Q: Can a Watch Captain take both a storm shield and Terminator armor?
A: Yes.

Q: Can Veterans take a storm shield and a heavy weapon? It only says they need to swap out a bolter for the heavy weapons and a close combat weapon for the storm shield, but heavy weapons are normally two-handed.
A: Yes.

Q: Can a single model equipped with a heavy thunder hammer and a storm shield use both in combat?
A: Yes.

Q: If you have a Veteran with a heavy weapon, do they still have a choice of what their close combat weapon hand carries?
A: Yes.

Q: Can you take a cyclone missile launcher on Terminators with a thunder hammer and storm shield or two lightning claws?
A: Yes.
Q: The rules say that the guardian spear can be both fired and used in the Assault phase in a single turn, but as it’s fired as a boltgun (Rapid Fire), the model surely cannot charge, and could therefore only use it either as a ranged or as a melee weapon?
A: In the event the Model gains the Relentless special rule – or fires in Overwatch – it could both shoot and fight with this weapon. Otherwise, yes, shooting would prevent you from charging.

Q: Will Banebolts of Eryxia apply to a Watch Master’s guardian spear if it is fired as a boltgun?
A: Yes.

Q: The Banebolts of Eryxia have a profile for the Stalker pattern boltgun even though no unit in the Codex can benefit from it. Is that intended?
A: This is included for completeness, in the event that a Character is added in future with access to both.

Q: Are the Banebolts of Eryxia intended to be distributed by the character to any squad he joins? All models in a unit must fire the same special issue ammunition – if you give a Captain Banebolts of Eryxia, and he chooses to use them, no other model in the squad can fire their bolt weapons using special issue ammunition, unless this relic was intended to spread to any unit the character joins, or is otherwise an exception to that rule.
A: No.

Q: Do characters taken as the Command choices of a Black Spear Strike Force benefit from the doctrines of any Kill Teams they join?
A: Yes.

Q: An Independent Character from another Chapter can join another Chapter’s unit and confer its Chapter Tactics unless that unit also has a Chapter Tactics, in which case they cancel each other out. How does this work with Mission Tactics? Is it treated the same as Chapter Tactics?
A: You get neither.

Q: What armour does the Watch Master have? It’s not listed in his wargear.
A: Artificer armour, giving a 2+ Armour Save.

Q: Can a Terminator fire both the auxiliary meltagun and the cyclone missile launcher in the same turn? (The cyclone missile launcher can fire in addition to the storm bolter, and the auxiliary meltagun says it can fire instead of another weapon. Do these two criteria combine?)
A: No, you can shoot the cyclone missile launcher and storm bolter, or only the auxiliary meltagun.

Q: The Strategium Command Team consists of a Kill Team and a character model. Does the character model need to physically join the Kill Team for the Formation special rules, or is it enough if he is simply brought as the leader?
A: He must physically join the Kill Team.

Q: Due to the Deathwatch being a Space Marine-type army, would the Black Crusader and Veterans of the Long War rules from Codex: Chaos Space Marines and the Black Legion supplement still affect them?
A: Yes.

Q: How is a model’s ‘type’ determined for the Thief of Secrets? Is it purely the model name, or does it apply to the unit (e.g. if you wound a Space Marine Sergeant in a Tactical Squad, does that mean you only get the bonus against Space Marine Sergeants, or against the Tactical Marines too)?
A: In this example, you would get the bonus against Space Marine Sergeants.

Q: Does the Bane of Monstrosities Warlord Trait include Gargantuan Creatures and Flying Monstrous Creatures? What about Super-heavy Walkers?
A: Yes to both questions.

Q: Do weapons with multiple profiles all need to fire in the same mode from the same unit? For example, can a unit with Deathwatch shotguns fire one Wyrmsbreath shell and the rest as Cryptclearer rounds in the same turn? If so, when do you roll for armour saves?
A: Select what models are firing what rounds before rolling any dice. Then, resolve each type of round as if it were a separate weapon.

Q: Can the Deathwatch use the Warhammer World exclusive command tanks?
A: No.

Q: Can the Deathwatch use the Imperial Space Marine?
A: No.

Q: The Warlord Trait Master of the Voidhunt happens at the start of the turn and isn’t described as a shooting attack. Does that mean you can target it at units locked in combat?
A: No.

Q: It’s not specifically stated that anything other than Veterans can take a Dedicated Transport. The assumption is that all Kill Team combinations, Terminator units, etc. can take a Dedicated Transport within the limitations dictated by the types of model in the squad. Is this correct?
A: No, but you can select Transports as Fast Attack options, for example, if you like.

Q: The Deathwatch Vanguard Veteran construction book includes the instructions for a Vanguard Veteran with a relic blade and grav-pistol, but this isn't supported in the rules – should this be an option?
A: No.
Q: Do Mission Tactics apply only to shooting attacks or can we reroll 1s for Witchfire powers and close combat attacks? How about Snap Shots and Overwatch?
A: They apply to any To Hit rolls, including close combat attacks, Witchfire powers, Snap Shots, etc.

Q: What are the fire arcs on the Corvus Blackstar’s weapons?
A: 45°, as for most hull-mounted weapons. Assume also that the model can pivot 45° on its flying stand.

Q: If I take more than one Watch Master and put them next to each other, is the effect of multiple clavises cumulative?
A: No.

Q: Do Vanguard Veterans have jump packs?
A: Yes.

Q: Does the Black Shield’s doubled Attacks apply to his base Attacks only, or does it include any bonuses for e.g. weapons and charging?
A: His base Attacks are doubled, then any extra Attacks are applied last.

Q: Can a unit of Veterans that is part of a Kill Team take a Dedicated Transport for themselves if it can’t carry the other members of the Kill Team?
A: No.

Q: Can a squad including a Deathwatch model benefit from the Beacon Angelis’ ability to remove friendly units from the board and have them return using the rules for Deep Strike?
A: Yes.

Q: Can the Beacon Angelis move an immobilised vehicle (like a Drop Pod)?
A: No.

Q: Can the Beacon Angelis move a vehicle that contains a Deathwatch squad but isn’t a Deathwatch vehicle?
A: No.

Q: Can the Beacon Angelis’ relocation power be used on the turn it arrives, as Deep Strike and relocation both happen at the beginning of the turn?
A: No.

Q: Does the Beacon Angelis require the bearer to be on the battlefield at the start of the turn for some/all of its abilities to work? It does not say so, but two similar items (the Deathwatch teleport homer and the locator beacon) have this requirement.
A: Yes.

Q: Should the storm bolter have special issue ammunition?
A: No.

Q: The Librarians can have Terminator Armour, as well the Captains, but not the Chaplains. Is this intentional?
A: Yes.